PART B

7. Kitchen
Spatial Planning
7.1 Footprint


Ref.

Provision



7.1.1

The kitchen space should be designed to support ease of movement and adaptation
with: at least 1550mm clearance in front of fixed benches and appliances (ex. handles)

LHA Platinum



7.1.2

6-7lm ‘in-line’ kitchen

Eliminates (less accessible) corners
and maximises circulation area,
for flexible configuration that suits
individual needs





7.1.3

space for central 1200mm x 600mm
mobile bench

Provides roll-under space for a
person using a larger motorised
wheelchair, in a reclined position





7.1.4

Offset benchtop ends min. 600mm from
corners.

Allows for a seated user to side all parts
of the kitchen, using their left or right-hand
side. [Multi-sided approach]





7.1.5

Removable cabinetry below benchtop
corners

Allows for a person using a wheelchair
to use benchtop corners, or a reclined
person to side-access a corner feature



KEY



Social Inclusion



Amenity

Reason




Affordability



Homelike

Value Colour Code: Highly Desirable | Desirable

Value

Physical Independence
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Detailed Design
Kitchen Layout
Typical kitchen layouts offer varying opportunities and challenges for people with reduced mobility.
1. Linear (‘inline’) Kitchens
•

Eliminating corners allows for fewer obstructions to use the benchtop for a person using a wheelchair

•

To achieve a sufficient amount of accessible benchspace, the kitchen can be more compact than corner
kitchens (more affordable)

•

Can more easily be integrated into an open plan living area, with access to natural light and outlook,
enhancing the amenity of the kitchen (particularly in contexts where the dwelling has one orientation only)

•

Longer distances required to transfer food from one end to the other, which may require use of assistive
aids for people with reduced arm strength. [Physical experience] [Assistive products]

2. L-shaped Kitchens
•

Travel distance is reduced, assisting a person with reduced arm strength

•

To be accessible, corner underbench cabinetry may need to be removed, losing storage space.

3. U-shaped kitchen (2 corners)
•

Travel distance is reduced, assisting a person with reduced arm strength

•

Creates a safer working space, located out of a thoroughfare

•

Unless large in size, layout can limit flexible configuration of living areas and ease of movement for people
using larger motorized wheelchairs

•

In apartment contexts – it may be difficult to achieve desirable amenity to a U-shaped kitchen (e.g. natural
light and outlook) – especially in contexts where the dwelling has one orientation only.
[Possible increased time at home]

Linear Kitchen
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L-shaped Kitchen
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Detailed Design
Kitchen corners

600 mm

Benchtop corners will be less accessible for a
person using a wheelchair.
To ensure enough accessible storage space
is provided to accommodate basic household
items, corners should be eliminated from small
kitchens.
Offsetting corners a minimum of 600mm from
internal corners will support a person using
larger motorized wheelchair in approaching
and using all of the kitchen, including the end
sections.

Elimination of Corners to Maximise Access

PART B

Detailed Design
Increased lineal dimensions to kitchen
Lineal benchtop dimensions in this section assume the kitchen design is to accommodate both a
seated and standing user.
Increased lineal space is needed above standard industry norms, to compensate for loss of base
cupboard storage, which is likely to be removed in order to achieve knee/foot clearance beneath
key appliances for a seated person.
Increased lineal space is also needed above industry norms to accommodate an increased number
of appliances, fixtures and fittings at benchtop height, which will be more accessible when seated.
E.g. a wall oven instead of a low-level oven will add to the lineal dimensions needed for a kitchen.

Internal spaces will ideally accommodate an occupant as well as a person providing support, Hunter Housing Project.
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Kitchen size: In smaller dwellings or contexts where occupants are less likely to cook regularly (e.g. student or
resort accommodation) – the lineal dimensions of kitchens may be reduced, to support the most essential functions
only. A microwave oven with enhanced functions may replace the need for a separate oven and microwave. In
small kitchens, all benchtops should be height-adjustable and of sufficient width to allow a diagonal approach, to
suit a person in a semi-reclined posture.

Key functions are provided on this compact and electronic height-adjustable island bench, with accessible controls
mounted to the front face. Photos provided by Royal Rehab.
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7.2 Positioning Within Dwelling


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.2.1

Locate alongside open plan dining/living

Centralises circulation space and
maximise flexibility for flexible
configuration to suit individual
needs and preferences





7.2.2

Locate to maximise access to natural
light

Enhances appeal of kitchen
[Extended routines] and
supports safety





7.2.3

1+ bed dwellings – locate out of key
thoroughfares

Supports safety, where multiple
occupants cross paths



PART B

Physical link

Kitchen Key Connections

Open-plan kitchen located adjacent to balconies, Hunter Housing Project.
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7.3 General


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.3.1

Functional ‘working triangle’ or ‘work
zones’

Allows for key processes to occur
with ease and maintains broad
market appeal





7.3.2

Use of modular cabinets wherever
possible

Minimises cost of custom-designed
cabinetry



Detailed Design
‘Work Triangle’ or ‘Work Zones’
•

The work triangle involves locating the traditional key kitchen functions (sink, cooktop and fridge) within
close proximity to each other, to support convenient food preparation

•

Where other requirements render it difficult to achieve the traditional work triangle, functional 'work zones'
may be a practical alternative

•

Key work zones are needed for storage, preparation, cooking, and serving

•

To allow for provision of support and/or social cooking with family, work zones will ideally be adequately
spaced, to allow concurrent use of several zones

STORAGE
PREPARATION
COOKING

A long linear kitchen may not
reflect the traditional ‘work triangle’
but can be designed to provide
functional ‘work zones’.

Linear kitchens better allow use by multiple people, particularly assisting those who receive support with meal preparation.
Mobile supports may be needed to transfer heavier items between cooking points.
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Components
7.4 Benchtops – Spatial Planning


Ref.

Provision

Value



7.4.1

Consideration must be given to whether it is appropriate for the kitchen sink,
cooktop, meal preparation bench area and key appliances (dishwasher, oven,
microwave oven, appliances) to be accessible in seated or standing position

SDA High Support

Note: This requirement does not specifically define when seated or standing
access would be appropriate. Three provisions below suggest when seated and/
or standing use is likely to be appropriate.
The last suggestion is provided as a means to provide access in a seated or
standing position; for people using a range of wheeled mobility devices, of
varying posture and stature. [Assistive products]
7.4.2

An occupant at times or permanently uses a wheeled mobility device and
desires to prepare meals independently. Seated access to kitchen appliances is
appropriate

¢¢Supports SDA



7.4.3

An occupant at times or permanently uses a wheeled mobility device and desires
to clean and maintain their home independently. Seated access to kitchen
cleaning appliances is appropriate

¢¢Supports SDA



7.4.4

An occupant at times may require support by an able-bodied support person,
friend or family member to carry out a task, or may live with an able-bodied family
member or friend. Standing access to relevant home features is appropriate

¢¢Supports SDA



7.4.5

Capacity for knee/foot clearance below kitchen appliances (sink and cooktop), to
AS 1428.1 (2009) free of any waste pipes

¢¢Supports SDA



7.4.6

Capacity for frequent or infrequent height adjustments for a benchtop between
700-1000mm AFFL

¢¢Supports SDA
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Detailed Design
Below Bench Knee Clearance
Kitchens with a single linear layout will require longer travel distances to transfer food along the benchtop.
A person with reduced upper body strength may benefit from a mobile storage trolley, which can be used
for transferring items from one end of the kitchen to the other. (It may also be used for additional accessible
kitchen storage and as a mobile walking aid, depending on the design.)
Ideally clearance zones below benches will accommodate space for such a mobile storage trolley, to allow
rolling away when not in use. [Assistive products]
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Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.4.7

Standard benchtops to suit 600mm
deep base cabinetry

Supports standard industry
practice





7.4.8

Next to wall units (e.g. fridges and inbuilt European laundries) – benchtop
depth to match wall units

Flush perimeter edge avoids
projecting surfaces that could
cause injury/obstruct access





7.4.9

Where occupant not known – standard
900mm height AFFL

Support standard industry practice
and will suit most users





7.4.10

Allow part of benchtop to remain at
900mm AFFL, if benchtop height
adjusted in future

Better allows for support by/cohabitation with able-bodied person



Detailed Design
Kitchen Bench Height Adjustability
•

•

Manual - suits contexts where infrequent adjustments are needed
•

In a one-bedroom dwelling, height adjustments can reasonably be expected to be infrequent, as home
features (sink, cooktop, etc.) can be installed at a height generally appropriate for the occupant

•

may be achieved via altering base plinth and kickplate heights

Electronic – suits contexts where frequent adjustments are needed
•

In family dwellings, frequent height adjustments of key home features may be appropriate to enable
use by multiple occupants with varied access needs

•

Automatic (push-button) height adjustment will more readily allow independent control for all users, but will
incur additional upfront cost

•

Safety stopping mechanism to avoid trapping or crushing is necessary

Splashback sized to allow
for height adjustments
Power located to allow for
height adjustments
Lighweight benchtop
Cabinetry in modules
for safe handling during
adjustments
MDF plinths and kickplates replacable with
alternative heights

Manual Height Adjustment Method

Detailed Design
Space for Standing Users – 900mm High Benchtop
Given the difficulty in adjusting the benchtop height above full-sized dishwashers – the dishwasher can be
designed as a permanent benchtop space for standing users, locating it at an end, so as to not prevent food
being slid the length of the benchtop.
A height adjustable mobile island bench can also provide benchtop space for a person standing.
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7.5 Additional Benchtop Areas – Spatial Planning
Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.5.1

Space for optional mobile island bench
(height-adjustable)

Offers capacity for roll-under bench
space (for food preparation and use of
appliances) – locatable where needed





7.5.2

Three-bed dwellings: provide heightadjustable benchtop, to accommodate
sink and cooktop

Enables cooking to be carried out by
multiple family members (likely to have
varied access abilities)





7.5.3

Provide burn-proof tray directly beneath
oven

To provide direct transfer space for a
person with limited strength





7.5.4

Pull-out chopping board – installed at
benchtop height

Provides additional roll-under bench
space if needed. Can also offer setdown space next to oven, cooktop or
fridge, where space is limited





7.5.5

600mm clearance either side of pull-out
chopping board

Allows sufficient space for a seated
user to approach the board from either
the left or right-hand side as needed.
[Multi-sided approach]





7.5.6

Smaller dwellings – provide niche for
island bench to be stored

Frees up greater circulation space in
open plan living areas – for ease of
movement when bench is not in use





7.5.7

Where space permits – provide
600-900mm-wide screened area

Allows for concealing of appliances,
reducing visual clutter
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Detailed Design
Below Oven Burn-Proof Tray
Ideal features include:
•

Inclusion of a low front lip, to help stop items sliding forward (onto a wheelchair user’s lap)

•

Approx. 140kg loading capacity, to provide support if leant upon

•

Level surface when extended

•

A ‘stop’ function, to prevent the tray falling out (and possibly hot contents spilling onto a wheelchair user’s lap)

Brief Development
Additional bench space – Mobile Island
A mobile island bench provides:
•

Accessible bench space for a person who uses a larger motorised wheelchair (requiring a higher
benchtop) who is also seated in a semi-reclined posture (requiring roll-under space)

•

additional accessible benchtop for locating a microwave – which otherwise stacked above a wall oven
may be too high or below bench may be too low for a person with reduced mobility or strength. [Reach]

•

benchtop space which can be raised/lowered to 900mm to suit a standing user, if needed

To save the cost of dedicated pull out trays a heatresistant chopping board can be positioned above a
below-bench drawer.
However, this may not be as intuitive or low-effort as
a dedicated tray. In contexts where the physical and
cognitive abilities of the occupant with disability are not
known – providing dedicated pull-out surfaces will best
support potential needs.
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Detailed Design
Mobile Island Bench General Features
The mobile bench may be a custom-designed or proprietary product. Key ideal features include:
•

Min. 1000mm x 600mm benchtop space

•

Min. height adjustment range between approx. 720–1020mm AFFL, to suit smaller and larger motorised
mobility devices, ranging statures and postures

•

Pop-up powerpoint, to allow for flexible location of appliances (e.g. microwave)

•

Towel rails at either end, to provide accessible hanging space (of utensils, etc.)

•

Clear span, free of structure, to maximise roll under clearance for legs (from either side)

•

Lockable castors, to safely secure the workarea

•

Lightweight construction, to more readily allow relocation as needed

Note: Where positioning next to a wall DGPO is provided, the pop-up power point can be omitted (reducing cost).
A welded steel frame will help achieve a clear span, free of framing, as well as provide additional strength if the
bench is used as a support, preventing bowing and lengthening the life of the bench.

Mobile island bench raised to highest position, Hunter Housing Project.

Detailed Design
Mobile Island Bench Height Adjustment
•

•

112

Manual - suits contexts where infrequent adjustments are needed
•

More cost-effective option than automated type

•

Removable/non-protruding manual winder, to avoid injury through accidental knocking

Electronic – suits contexts where frequent adjustments are needed
•

Automatic (push-button) height adjustment will more readily allow independent control for all users, but
will incur additional upfront cost

•

Safety stopping mechanism to avoid trapping or crushing is necessary
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7.6 Splash Backs – Spatial Planning


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.6.1

Extend from 700mm AFFL upwards

Allows for lowering of benchtop to
700mm AFFL if needed, without
splashback modifications



7.7 General Appliances – Spatial Planning


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.7.1

Appliance controls located between 700-1200mm AFFL, to support use by a
person in a seated position

¢¢Supports SDA

7.8 Fridge – Spatial Planning
Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.8.1

900mm wide cavity to fit min. 800mm
wide fridge

Allows flexibility to provide smaller
or larger fridge





7.8.2

Offset min. 600mm from internal corner

Allows for a seated user to side
approach the fridge from left or right.
[Multi-sided approach]. Also allows
for full opening of fridge door(s)





7.8.3

Min. 400mm set-down space next to
fridge (on non-hinging side)

Reduces lifting required, making
transfer for people with limited
strength easier



Detailed Design
Integrated Fridges

ST

Integrated fridges offer a number of benefits and
drawbacks for accessible housing:
+ Where space is limited, an integrated fridge can
fit into smaller spaces
-

PART B



will add more cost

FR
Ptry

-

will limit flexibility to adjust door hinging direction
once installed

-

will limit flexibility to adjust height of internal
shelving once installed

-

will prevent occupant in bringing their own fridge

Wall
Oven

Detailed Design
Fridge Location
Ideally a set down space will be provided directly
next to the fridge, to allow easy transfer to the
benchtop, with minimal lifting.
Where set-down space is limited within a
kitchen, priority to wall ovens and cooktops is
recommended, as very hot food is more likely to
impact on safety than transfer of cold food.

Kitchens with
Limited Benchtop
Setdown Space
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7.9 Pantry – Spatial Planning


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.9.1

Allow shallow pantry storage appropriate
to size of dwelling

Improves reach to stored items





7.9.2

Offset pantry min. 600mm from internal
corners

Allows for a seated user to side
approach the fridge from left or
right. [Multi-sided approach]



Detailed Design
Pull-out Pantry
•

Pull-out pantries provide the benefit of allowing
access to items stored at the rear for those with
limited reach. [Reach]

•

Provide pantry proportionate to the number of
occupants. E.g. minimum:
•

equivalent of one 300mm-wide full-height
pantry (one and two-bedroom dwellings)

•

equivalent of one 500mm-wide full-height
pantry (three-bedroom dwellings)

•

Where space permits, consider x2 separate
half-height pull-out pantries, which may be
located in a more accessible position for a
seated user, as well as break up possible
weight of the pull-out unit.

•

Where stacking x2 separate pantries vertically,
take care to locate so these are not likely to
knock the head of a seated user, when opened.

•

Provide a power point, to enable addition of
plug in motor for automatic opening, if needed.

Linear Pantry
•

A shallow linear pantry can fill in room indentation,
to create a flush (obstruction-free) internal perimeter.
Recommended features of a linear pantry include:
•

max. 300mm deep shelving [Reach]

•

sliding door panels, which can fully stack to
either side

•

sliding door panels, that allow for low-level
drawers to fully extend when open

Walk-in Pantry
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•

Pull-out pantries will be the most space-efficient
way to offer high levels of access to stored items

•

Any walk-in pantry:

•

1200mm x 1200mm internal clearance
(LHA Platinum)

•

900mm clear opening width (LHA Platinum)

•

Shallow shelving 300mm deep
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300 mm

Linear Pantry

7.10 Sink – Spatial Planning


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.10.1

Min. one bowl and drainer

Improved drainage to benchtop
and reduced maintenance





7.10.2

In three-bedroom dwellings, locate
within a benchtop section capable of
frequent height adjustment

Enables use by multiple family
members (likely to have varied
access abilities)



7.11 Sink and Mixer – Construction and Detailing
Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.11.1

Capacity for knee/foot clearance below sink to AS 1428.1 (2009) free of any
waste pipes

¢¢Supports SDA



7.11.2

Capacity to suit altered benchtop height

Allows for raising or lowering
of benchtop with minimal or no
modification to sink





7.11.3

Locate sink close to benchtop edge

Minimises reach required





7.11.4

Locate mixer behind sink

Standard installation as per
industry practice
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Detailed Design
Sink Mixer Location
•

A swivel-arm mixer located to the side of the bowl will reduce reach to the tap control and enable items to
be positioned below the tap (e.g. pots/kettle)

•

Depending on its location, a side-mounted mixer may form an obstruction for a person with reduced arm
strength by limiting the capacity to slide items from the sink along the bench

•

Ideally, the benchtop material will allow for alterations to the mixer location, if essential for an occupant
(i.e. be of a material that readily enables cutting new penetrations, such as a laminate benchtop.)

Detailed Design
Width of Below-Bench Clearance Zones
•

A below-sink, below-cooktop and below-bench clearance of min. 800mm wide will accommodate a
standard-sized, manual wheelchair – but 1000mm will maximise ease of maneuverability for people using
a range of wheelchairs [Assistive products]
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Detailed Design
Detailing Below Sinks

116

•

Set waste trap as close to the rear wall as possible, to maximise below sink clearance.

•

Consider appropriate colouring of exposed PVC pipes or shrouding, to conceal pipes (Remember any
shrouding will need to be resized/refitted if benchtop heights are adjusted.)

•

A flexible waste can accommodate changes in benchtop height without the cost of modifications

•

A PVC waste can be replaced materially at low cost but requires the labour of a plumber
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7.12 Wall Oven – Spatial Planning
Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.12.1

Side-opening wall-oven

Enables access by greatest
number of users (no reaching over
a low-level door and no bending
needed)





7.12.2

Where occupant is unknown, install at
800mm AFFL

Allows for use by persons of
smaller or larger stature, using
smaller/larger wheelchairs





7.12.3

Where occupant is known, install
whereby the bottom shelf is equal in
height to the adjacent benchtop

Supports ease of transfer between
oven and benchtop





7.12.4

Offset min. 600mm from internal corners

Allows for a seated user to side
approach the oven from left or
right. [Multi-sided approach]





7.12.5

Locate directly next to min. 400mm
setdown area on the bench (door hinge
on opposite side)

Reduces amount of lifting needed,
making transfer for people with
limited strength easier





7.12.6

Capacity for "knee/foot clearance next to
oven" (See below)

Allows a seated person to
approach the oven more closely
(i.e. on the diagonal, rather than
from the side)

¢¢Supports SDA
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Brief Development
Oven door operation
A "slide and hide" oven will allow a person to side approach from either the left or the right-hand side –
offering greater flexibility over time than a side-hinging oven. [Multi-sided approach]
However a person with limited reach and or strength may have difficult in pulling the door downwards fully, or
pushing the door into the cavity, due to the reach required.
A well-located side-opening oven is likely to suit the greatest number of users, given little reach is needed to
control the door. [Reach]

Left: Side-hinging oven with pull-out heatproof tray below.
Right: Neff Slide and Hide oven.
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7.13 Cooktop – Spatial Planning


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.13.1

Capacity for knee/foot clearance below sink to AS 1428.1 (2009)

¢¢Supports SDA



7.13.2

Offset min. 600mm from internal corners

Allows for a seated user to
approach and use the cooktop
from left or right.
[Multi-sided approach]



7.13.3

Min. 400mm set-down space next to
cooktop

Reduces lifting, making transfer for
people with limited strength easier



7.13.4

Maintain min. vertical clearance – for
benchtop 700-1000mm height AFFL

Allows for benchtop height
adjustments without requiring
alterations to the rangehood (or
combustible cabinetry overhead
cooktop)



7.14 Cooktop – Construction and Detailing


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.14.1

Insulate below cooktop

Prevents possible injury or property
damage



Detailed Design
Below-bench clearance next to oven
Below-bench clearance next to the oven can efficiently be achieved by locating the cooktop next to the wall
oven (with a 400mm offset in between, as the set-down space). This allows a person using a wheelchair to
approach the oven diagonally, which is more ergonomic (and safe) than approaching on the side.

Below-bench Clearance
Next to Wall Oven

Wall
oven
Cooktop

Align oven bottom
tray to benchtop

Elevation

Plan

Detailed Design
Rangehood Installation
Take care to install the rangehood at a height that
allows for future height adjustments to the benchtop,
e.g. if the benchtop is raised in future, minimum
vertical clearances between cooktop and cabinetry
around the rangehood will still be maintained.
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7.15 Rangehood – Spatial Planning


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.15.1

Vent externally

Ensures effective removal of
grease and smells





7.15.2

Installation height to suit varied
benchtop height between 700-1000mm
AFFL

Allows for benchtop height adjustments
without requiring alterations to the
rangehood (or combustible cabinetry
overhead cooktop)



7.16 Microwave – Spatial Planning
Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.16.1

Allocate space at benchtop height

Enables safety and ease of access
for greatest number of users





7.16.2

Allow for loose model (not fixed)

Increased flexibility to reposition as
needed





7.16.3

Offset min. 600mm from internal corners

Allows for a seated user to side
approach the microwave from left
or right. [Multi-sided approach]





7.16.4

Provide min. 400mm benchtop space
adjacent (opposite door hinging side)

Minimises lifting needed, to support
people with limited strength





7.16.5

Capacity for knee-clearance below

Improves access and reach for
seated users
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7.17 Dishwasher – Spatial Planning


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.17.1

Single or dual pull-out drawer type,
depending on number of occupants

Reduces bending and reach to
access contents





7.17.2

Location at benchtop height

Enables access by greatest
number of users





7.17.3

Single or dual pull-out drawer type,
depending on number of occupants

Reduces bending and reach to
access contents





7.17.4

Location at benchtop height

Enables access by greatest
number of users



Detailed Design
Dishwasher location
Where full-sized dishwashers are included
– locate these where a change in benchtop
height would cause minimal obstruction to
work zones.
Location of Full-height Appliances
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7.18 Bins – Spatial Planning


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.18.1

Pull-out double bin below benchtop
height

Provides easy access to hygienic
separate waste and recycling in a
single motion





7.18.2

Close proximity to sink

Enables easy waste disposal with
few motions





7.18.3

Offset min. 600mm from internal corners

Allows sufficient space for a
seated user to approach bins from
either the left or right-hand side as
needed. [Multi-sided approach]



7.19 Essential Kitchen Storage – Spatial Planning


Ref.

Provision

Reason

Value



7.19.1

Allow min. one bank of 600mm-wide
drawers

Ensures some built-in storage
is available for basic cutlery,
crockery and cups





7.19.2

Locate drawers close to sink and
dishwasher

Reduces motions needed to
pack up





7.19.3

Min. 900mm-wide overhead lowerable
storage

Enhances access to stored items
for a seated person



Detailed Design
Overhead Lowerable Storage
•

The detailed design of storage will depend on budget and the space available

•

With all lowerable overhead storage, ensure minimum clearances are retained for benchtop fixtures
(such as tapware) and any appliances stored on the benchtop (such a toaster, kettle or microwave, etc.)

•

Ensure inbuilt rangehoods or other fixed services are kept clear of lowerable storage

Manual pull-down type
Ideal features:
•

low effort

•

little reaching required

•

high tolerance for error

Note: it is important to check the strength required
to use such systems before specifying.
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Height-adjustable type (manual or electronic)
Any type of electronic height adjustment componentry must incorporate a safety stopping mechanism to avoid
trapping or crushing.
Electronic systems will incur the most upfront cost.
ABOVE: Ropox push-button operated elecontric height adjustable overhead shelving.
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Adaptable type
•

Open shelving units, which can be readily lowered and re-fixed at an appropriate height on an infrequent
basis, to suit an occupant’s needs

Above: Overhead open shelving, height adjustable on an infrequent basis. Mission Australia (Victoria) housing,
MSM Architects.
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